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Highlights from the first Corpus Linguistics conference in North America
This book bundle includes the four volumes in the revised and expanded editions of English in Today's Research World.
The bundle is ideal for libraries and teacher resource centers. The book bundle packages together these 4 volumes:
Volume 1, Abstracts and the Writing of Abstracts; Volume 2, Telling a Research Story: Writing a Literature Review;
Volume 3, Creating Contexts: Writing Introductions across Genres; and Volume 4, Navigating Academia: Writing
Supporting Genres.
Grammar Choices is a different kind of grammar book: It is written for graduate students, including MBA, master’s, and
doctoral candidates, as well as postdoctoral researchers and faculty. Additionally, it describes the language of advanced
academic writing with more than 300 real examples from successful graduate students and from published texts,
including corpora. Each of the eight units in Grammar Choices contains: an overview of the grammar topic; a preview test
that allows students to assess their control of the target grammar and teachers to diagnose areas of difficulty; an
authentic example of graduate-student writing showing the unit grammar in use; clear descriptions of essential grammar
structures using the framework of functional grammar, cutting-edge research in applied linguistics, and corpus studies;
vocabulary relevant to the grammar point is introduced—for example, common verbs in the passive voice, summary nouns
used with this/these, and irregular plural nouns; authentic examples for every grammar point from corpora and published
texts; exercises for every grammar point that help writers develop grammatical awareness and use, including completing
sentences, writing, revising, paraphrasing, and editing; and a section inviting writers to investigate discipline-specific
language use and apply it to an academic genre. Among the changes in the Second Edition are: new sections on parallel
form (Unit 2) and possessives (Unit 5) revised and expanded explanations, but particularly regarding verb
complementation, complement noun clauses, passive voice, and stance/engagement a restructured Unit 2 and
significantly revised/updated Unit 7 new Grammar Awareness tasks in Units 3, 5, and 6 new exercises plus
revision/updating of many others self-editing checklists in the Grammar in Your Discipline sections at the end of each unit
representation of additional academic disciplines (e.g., engineering, management) in example sentences and texts and in
exercises.
First Published in 1968. Routledge is an imprint of Taylor & Francis, an informa company.
Inside Academic Writing is designed to prepare students in any academic discipline for graduate-level writing. The text
situates students within their writing communities by prioritizing the steps of learning; students are directed to use
common threads of academic writing across disciplines. The goal of Inside Academic Writing is to give students the
opportunity to write for a variety of audiences and to develop the knowledge necessary to recognize how to write for
different audiences and purposes. Inside Academic Writing allows students to examine basic assumptions about writing
before they learn specific strategies for targeting the audience or mapping the flow of information. Through the material in
this textbook, students will create a portfolio of writings that includes a biographical statement and a research interest
essay—important pieces of writing that are rarely taught in courses. Other types of writing featured are a summary, a
problem-solution text, a comparative structure paper, and a commentary. Other textbooks prepare students for graduate
writing, but Inside Academic Writing was designed to bridge the gap between non-academic writing and the writing
required within an academic community, with one's peers, colleagues, and field experts. In addition, Inside Academic
Writing offers guidance on writing materials for grants, fellowships, conferences, and publication.
"Subject Areas/Keywords: academic writing, behavioral sciences, dissertations, empirical articles, graduate students,
graduate writing, journal articles, peer-reviewed articles, publications, research articles, research methods, research
reporting, research reports, scholarly writing, social sciences, thesis DESCRIPTION Using rich examples and engaging
pedagogical tools, this book equips students to master the challenges of academic writing in graduate school and
beyond. The authors delve into nitty-gritty aspects of structure, style, and language, and offer a window onto the thought
processes and strategies that strong writers rely on. Essential topics include how to: identify the audience for a particular
piece of writing; craft a voice appropriate for a discipline-specific community of practice; compose the sections of a
qualitative, quantitative, or mixed methods research article; select the right peer-reviewed journal for submitting an article;
and navigate the publication process. Readers are also guided to build vital self-coaching skills in order to stay motivated
and complete projects successfully. "-This volume teaches academics and graduate students how to write seductive academic prose by learning a literacy
rarely taught in academic writing or style handbooks: to use literary devices and figures of speech to meet ideals of
stylish communication; and how these ideals and supposed ‘literary’ techniques serve academic readers and writers.
Part one explores the persistent problem of the bad academic writing style called ‘academese’ and argues stylish
academic writers avoid it by writing with figures of speech. Part two teaches and illustrates figures of speech seductive
writers write into academic prose to convey the music and rhythms of good speech, cohesion, coherence and storytelling,
and the personality and passions of the author. Part three argues the academy will not heal itself of academese until
academic writing pedagogies teach students to care enough for their readers to write with figures of speech that craft
seductive academic writing.
Exploring Options is designed to help student writers develop their knowledge and use of academic language to meet the
demands of college- and university-level writing assignments. It draws on the research identifying lexical and
grammatical patterns across academic contexts and provides authentic reading contexts for structured vocabulary
learning. Recognizing that vocabulary choices in writing often require consideration of grammatical structure, Exploring
Options focuses on specific kinds of lexico-grammatical decisions--that is, the ones involving the interaction between
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vocabulary and grammar--that students face in shaping, connecting, and restructuring their ideas. The book helps writers
learn how to effectively use resources such as learner dictionaries, thesauruses, and concordancers to improve
academic word knowledge. Following a unit on using resources for vocabulary development, the contents are divided into
three parts: Showing Relationships within Sentences, Connecting and Focusing across Sentences, and Qualifying
Statements and Reporting Research. Part 1 focuses on verbs and modifiers that express increases and decreases, verbs
and abstract nouns that describe change, connectors and verbs describing causal relationships, and parallel structures.
Part 2 explores the words that help connect ideas and add cohesion. Part 3 discusses how to express degrees of
certainty and accuracy and the use of reporting verbs.
The classic text on writing well, now refreshed and updated—an essential text for writers of all ages. This is the one guide
that anyone who writes—whether student, businessperson, or professional writer—should keep on his or her desk. Filled
with professional tips and a wealth of instructive examples, 100 Ways to Improve Your Writing can help solve any writing
problem. In this compact, easy-to-use volume you'll find the eternal building blocks of good writing—from grammar and
punctuation to topic sentences—as well as advice on challenges such as writer's block and creating a strong title. It is a
must-have resource—perfect for reading cover to cover, or just for keeping on hand for instant reference—now updated
and refreshed for the first time.
The Only Academic Phrasebook You'll Ever Need is a short, no-nonsense, reader-friendly bank of academic sentence
templates. It was written for both graduate and undergraduate students who already know the basics of academic writing
but may still struggle to express their ideas using the right words. The Only Academic Phrasebook You'll Ever Need
contains 600 sentence templates organized around the typical sections of an academic paper. Here are some examples:
1. Establishing a research territory: The last few years have seen an increased interest in ____. 2. Describing research
gaps: To date, no study has looked specifically at ____. 3. Stating your aims: The aim of this study is to discuss the
extent to which ____. 4. Describing the scope and organization of your paper: In chapter ____ , the concept of ____ is
further explored. 5. General literature review: A number of scholars have attempted to identify ____. 6. Referencing: In
his 1799 study, Smith argued that ____. 7. Sampling and data collection: Participants were randomly selected based on
____. 8. Data analysis and discussion: The data provide preliminary evidence that ____. The Only Academic Phrasebook
You'll Ever Need also contains 80 grammar and vocabulary tips for both native and non-native speakers. For example: 1.
What's the difference between "effect" and "affect"? "Imply" and "infer"? "They're", "their" and "there"? 2. Is "irregardless"
correct? 3. Do you say "the criteria was" or "the criteria were"? The Only Academic Phrasebook You'll Ever Need is NOT
a comprehensive academic writing textbook. It will NOT teach you key academic skills such as choosing the right
research question, writing clear paragraphs, dealing with counter arguments and so on. But it will help you find the best
way to say what you want to say so you can ace that paper!
Informative, insightful, and accessible, this book is designed to enhance the capacity of graduate and undergraduate
students, as well as early career scholars, to write for academic purposes. Fang describes key genres of academic
writing, common rhetorical moves associated with each genre, essential skills needed to write the genres, and linguistic
resources and strategies that are functional and effective for performing these moves and skills. Fang’s functional
linguistic approach to academic writing enables readers to do so much more than write grammatically well-formed
sentences. It leverages writing as a process of designing meaning to position language choices as the central focus,
illuminating how language is a creative resource for presenting information, developing argument, embedding
perspectives, engaging audience, and structuring text across genres and disciplines. Covering reading responses, book
reviews, literature reviews, argumentative essays, empirical research articles, grant proposals, and more, this text is an
all-in-one resource for building a successful career in academic writing and scholarly publishing. Each chapter features
crafts for effective communication, authentic writing examples, practical applications, and reflective questions. Fang
complements these features with self-assessment tools for writers and tips for empowering writers. Assuming no
technical knowledge, this text is ideal for both non-native and native English speakers, and suitable for courses in
academic writing, rhetoric and composition, and language/literacy education.
Eric Hayot teaches graduate students and faculty in literary and cultural studies how to think and write like a professional
scholar. From granular concerns, such as sentence structure and grammar, to big-picture issues, such as adhering to
genre patterns for successful research and publishing and developing productive and rewarding writing habits, Hayot
helps ambitious students, newly minted Ph.D.'s, and established professors shape their work and develop their voices.
Hayot does more than explain the techniques of academic writing. He aims to adjust the writer's perspective,
encouraging scholars to think of themselves as makers and doers of important work. Scholarly writing can be frustrating
and exhausting, yet also satisfying and crucial, and Hayot weaves these experiences, including his own trials and
tribulations, into an ethos for scholars to draw on as they write. Combining psychological support with practical
suggestions for composing introductions and conclusions, developing a schedule for writing, using notes and citations,
and structuring paragraphs and essays, this guide to the elements of academic style does its part to rejuvenate
scholarship and writing in the humanities.
Student academic writing is at the heart of teaching and learning in higher education. Students are assessed largely by
what they write, and need to learn both general academic conventions as well as disciplinary writing requirements in
order to be successful in higher education. Teaching Academic Writing is a 'toolkit' designed to help higher education
lecturers and tutors teach writing to their students. Containing a range of diverse teaching strategies, the book offers both
practical activities to help students develop their writing abilities and guidelines to help lecturers and tutors think in more
depth about the assessment tasks they set and the feedback they give to students. The authors explore a wide variety of
text types, from essays and reflective diaries to research projects and laboratory reports. The book draws on recent
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research in the fields of academic literacy, second language learning, and linguistics. It is grounded in recent
developments such as the increasing diversity of the student body, the use of the Internet, electronic tuition, and issues
related to distance learning in an era of increasing globalisation. Written by experienced teachers of writing, language,
and linguistics, Teaching Academic Writing will be of interest to anyone involved in teaching academic writing in higher
education.
Telling a Research Story: Writing a Literature Review is concerned with the writing of a literature review and is not
designed to address any of the preliminary processes leading up to the actual writing of the literature review. This volume
represents a revision and expansion of the material on writing literature reviews that appeared in English in Today's
Research World. This volume progresses from general to specific issues in the writing of literature reviews. It opens with
some orientations that raise awareness of the issues that surround the telling of a research story. Issues of structure and
matters of language, style, and rhetoric are then discussed. Sections on metadiscourse, citation, and paraphrasing and
summarizing are included.
The Teaching Writing series publishes user-friendly writing guides penned by authors with publishing records in their
subject matter. Blair's practical book gives graduate students the tools they need to successfully plan, write, and defend
their thesis or dissertation. Each chapter addresses a rite of passage common to most graduate programs: selecting a
methodology, conducting a literature search, carrying out research, analyzing data, and preparing for a thesis defense.
Combining years of supervisory experience with up-to-date research, Blair addresses issues important to graduate
students that are often left out of these guides, including how to navigate the ethics review process and avoid problems
related to academic integrity, such as plagiarism, how to select and prepare for a productive meeting with a supervisor,
and how to establish an academic track record by presenting research at conferences and publishing in academic
journals. Writing a Graduate Thesis or Dissertation offers much more than its title suggests. It is a thorough and succinct
guide to succeeding in graduate school, appropriate for thesis and research methods courses, and a must-read for
graduate students across the disciplines. "Like a series of productive meetings with a trusted advisor, each chapter of
this text provides practical information and sound insight, thoughtfully organized and generously shared." - Christine
Marme Thompson, Professor of Art Education, School of Visual Arts, Pennsylvania State University "This will become a
'must-have' volume for every graduate student's book shelf, with advice for every step of the thesis journey." - Anne
Lavack, Professor of Marketing, School of Business and Economics, Thompson Rivers University "More than simply
comprehensive, this work includes information and considerations that are rarely addressed in other guides, including
information related to selecting supervisors and alternative forms of research methodologies and format styles." Adrienne Boulton-Funke, Assistant Professor, Art and Design, Missouri State University Lorrie Blair is a Professor of Art
Education at Concordia University in Montreal, Quebec. With over 25 years post-secondary teaching experience, she has
held positions at universities in the United States and Canada. She is active as a supervisor of MA and Ph.D. thesis
students and was a recent recipient of the Faculty of Fine Arts Distinguished Teaching Award."
This book explores roles that L2 writing specialists, IEP directors and instructors, writing center administrators, and
others within writing studies might play in potential cross-campus dialogues on graduate student writing support. It
includes a diverse chorus of voices on graduate writing support--both seasoned, well-known researchers in second
language writing and composition studies and fresh new voices and perspectives.
This book is for graduate students--and others--who want to become more productive writers. It's especially written for those who
want to: • increase their motivation, focus, and persistence to move a project to completion • overcome procrastination and
perfectionistic tendencies • reduce (or write in spite of) their anxiety and fear of writing • manage their time, work, energy (and
advisor) for greater productivity The process or craft of sustained writing is not a matter that’s taught to undergraduate or graduate
students as part of their studies, leaving most at sea about how to start a practice that is central to a career in academe and vital in
many other professional occupations. This book grew out of conversations Jan Allen has held with her graduate students for over
30 years and reflects the fruit of the writing workshops and boot camps she has conducted at three universities, her own and
numerous colleagues’ experiences with writing and advising, as well as the feedback she receives from her popular Productive
Writer listserv. While Jan Allen recognizes that writing is not an innate talent for most of us, she demonstrates that it is a process
based on skills which we can identify, learn, practice and refine. She focuses both on the process and habits of writing as well as
on helping you uncover what kind of writer are you, and reflect on your challenges and successes. With a light touch and an
engaging sense of humor, she proposes strategies to overcome procrastination and distractions, and build a writing practice to
enable you to become a more productive and prolific writer. Jan Allen proposes that you read one of her succinct chapters – each
devoted to a specific strategy or writing challenge – each day, or once a week. When you find one that increases your
concentration, motivation or endurance, make it a habit. Try it for two weeks, charting the resulting increased productivity. It will
become part of your repertoire of writing and productivity tools to which you can progressively add.
Using qualitative data collected from more than twenty universities across the US, Writing Support for International Graduate
Students describes and theorizes agency- and advocacy-driven practices, programs, and policies that are most effective in helping
international students learn graduate-level writing and communication skills. It uses compelling narratives and cases to illustrate a
variety of program models and support practices that fostered the students’ process of academic transition and success.
Employing an ecological framework, the book seeks to advance academic conversation about how writing scholars/instructors and
program administrators, as well as other academic service professionals working with this student body, can formulate policies,
develop programs, and implement practices that best help these students grow as writers and scholars in their disciplines.
A comprehensive account of bird sightings in Washtenaw County
"When is it the best time to publish?""What are drafting and freewriting and why are they important?""Do you need to be very
knowledgeable to publish?""Why are some students more successful in publishing than others?""Why am I afraid to write?"These
are some questions that you will find answers to in "The Graduate Student As Writer: Encouragement for the Budding Scholar." As
graduate students, you may feel the pressure to write and publish. You may compare yourselves to peers who have already
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published. Or you want to improve your chances of finding an academic position after graduation. However, the process of writing
and publishing is not straightforward and seldom discussed amongst students, leaving many to stumble along and figure things out
alone.If you are looking for some heart-to-heart talk from one graduate student to another on the mindset, skills, and process that
are needed for effective and efficient writing and publishing, this book is for you.This book simplifies the writing process into four
stages: Drafting, Feedback, Rewriting and Editing. It maintains that a graduate student is not merely training to be an academic,
but is also a writer and artist. It also addresses misconceptions about writing that can hinder your progress, such as thinking that
you must have it all together before you can begin.This book is written with the graduate student from a Social Science field in
mind, but students of all fields will find its contents applicable.If you feel discouraged that you're not making progress in your
writing, this book with chapters in bite-sized readings will encourage you and give you insights into your fears and inspiration to
uplift you.Chapters of the book include: "Writing as a Tool", "Begin Writing at Every Stage of your Graduate Studies", "Start Small
Wherever You Are", "Fear of Feedback", and "Value and Enjoy the Process, Not Just the Outcome."
Developing your learning skills is one of the best investments you can make. We all need to be lifelong learners now. Whether you
are an experienced student or just starting out this book will stimulate, guide and support you. It will make you think about yourself
and how your mind learns. And it will change forever the way that you study.Topics include:- motivating yourself and managing
your time- taking full advantage of your computer- reading with concentration and understanding- developing flexible note-taking
strategies- getting the most from seminars and workshops- making presentations- researching online- handling numbers and
charts with confidence- writing clear, well argued assignments- doing yourself justice in exams.For more information, go to
www.goodstudyguide.co.uk
In the context of the well-known pedagogical materials for graduate-level writers by Swales & Feak, An Cheng has written a
resource that provides support for instructors who have the daunting task of scaffolding graduate writers' efforts to navigate
discipline-specific research genres--genres that may be unfamiliar to instructors themselves. Genre and Graduate-Level Research
Writing is grounded in genre-based theory and full of best practices examples. The book opens by presenting the case for the use
of genre in graduate-level research writing and by examining rhetorical consciousness-raising and its ties to genre. Unique to the
volume is a thorough analysis of the materials designed to teach genre and research writing--focused on the textbooks of Swales
& Feak (e.g., Academic Writing for Graduate Students) and similar texts. Other chapters provide examples of discovery-based
genre tasks, evaluative methods for assessing discipline-specific writing, and techniques for becoming a more confident instructor
of graduate-level research writing.
divdivIncidents in an Educational Life chronicles the educational journey of John M. Swales. A leading scholar in the field of
Applied Linguistics and its subfield of English for Specific Purposes, Swales has taught across the globe in places such as Italy,
Sweden, Libya, the United Kingdom, and the University of Michigan. His memoir offers a rare glimpse into the professional journey
of a prominent scholar and educator./DIV div /DIV divIncidents in an Educational Life explores the lessons Swales learned by
teaching and by being taught. The story follows his gradual transformation from an English as a Second Language teacher to one
of the leading international figures in his field, stopping along the way to tell the sometimes amusing, sometimes painful anecdotes
that have made him the recognized educator he is today. His entertaining prose make this volume a must-read for anyone
considering the field, or the many ways in which we all become teachers./DIV div /DIV divJohn M. Swales is one of the leading
international scholars in the field of English for Specific Purposes. He retired in the summer of 2006 from the University of
Michigan after teaching at multiple universities overseas. He is the co-author of the international bestseller Academic Writing for
Graduate Students (3rd ed.). /DIV/DIV
Academic Writing for Graduate StudentsEssential Tasks and SkillsUniversity of Michigan Press ELT
The doctoral facts of life: the beginning -- Researching your committee: the really critical research project -- Selecting a
dissertation topic -- Spending money and using the 21st century to your advantage -- Designing your dissertation and preparing
the prospectus and proposal -- Writing the dissertation: twenty workdays to go! -- Defending the dissertation: two hours to doctor!
-- Celebrating, the last revision, post-partum depression
`A comprehensive, well-written and beautifully organized book on publishing articles in the humanities and social sciences that will
help its readers write forward with a first-rate guide as good company.' - Joan Bolker, author of Writing Your Dissertation in Fifteen
Minutes a Day `Humorous, direct, authentic ... a seamless weave of experience, anecdote, and research.' - Kathleen McHugh,
professor and director of the UCLA Center for the Study of Women Wendy Laura Belcher's Writing Your Journal Article in Twelve
Weeks: A Guide to Academic Publishing Success is a revolutionary approach to enabling academic authors to overcome their
anxieties and produce the publications that are essential to succeeding in their fields. Each week, readers learn a particular feature
of strong articles and work on revising theirs accordingly. At the end of twelve weeks, they send their article to a journal. This
invaluable resource is the only guide that focuses specifically on publishing humanities and social science journal articles.
"Reading this book did more than just make me more aware of something I already, somewhat subconsciously, was doing,
however. It pushed my thinking about if, when, and how writing teachers should encourage students to push genre boundaries and
to innovate." ---Foreword by Dana R. Ferris, author of Treatment of Error and Teaching College Writing to Diverse Student
Populations This book attempts to engage directly with the complexities and tensions in genre from both theoretical and
pedagogical perspectives. While struggling with questions of why, when, and how different writers can manipulate conventions,
Tardy became interested in related research into voice and identity in academic writing and then began to consider the ways that
genre can be a valuable tool that allows writing students and teachers to explore expected conventions and transformative
innovations. For Tardy, genres aren't "fixed," and she argues also that neither genre constraints nor innovations are objective--that
they can be accepted or rejected depending on the context. Beyond Convention considers a range of learning and teaching
settings, including first-year undergraduate writing, undergraduate writing in the disciplines, and the advanced academic writing of
graduate students and professionals. It is intended for those interested in the complexities of written communication, whether their
interests are grounded in genre theory, academic discourse, discourse analysis, or writing instruction. With its attentiveness to
context, discipline, and community, it offers a resource for those interested in English for Academic Purposes, English for Specific
Purposes, and Writing in the Disciplines. At its heart, this is a book for teachers and teacher educators.
This book examines the following factors: sponsorship of research, control of the dissemination of research, effects of dominant
research paradigms, financial interests of authors, publishers, and editors, role of new technologies (for example, Web 2.0). It is
widely accepted among researchers and educators that the peer review process, the reputation of the publisher and examination
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of the author's credentials are the gold standards for assessing the quality of research and information. However, the traditional
gold standards are not sufficient, and the effective evaluation of information requires the consideration of additional factors.
Controversies about positive evaluations of new medications that appear in peer-reviewed journals, the financial reports on Enron
prior to the revelations that led to its collapse, and obstacles to the publication of research that does not conform to dominant
paradigms are just a few examples that indicate the need for a more sophisticated and nuanced approach to evaluating
information. Each of the factors is discussed in a factual manner, supported by many examples that illustrate not only the nature of
the issues but also their complexity. Practical suggestions for the evaluation of information are an integral part of the text.
Highlights frequently overlooked criteria for evaluating research Challenges the assumption that the gold standards for evaluation
are sufficient Examines the role of new technologies in evaluating and disseminating research
New material featured in this edition includes updates and replacements of older data sets, a broader range of disciplines
represented in models and examples, a discussion of discourse analysis, and tips for Internet communication.
This volume describes in detail teaching philosophies, curricular structures, research approaches and organizational models used
in European countries. It offers concrete teaching strategies and examples: from individual tutorials to large classes, from face-toface to web-based teaching, and addresses educational and cultural differences between writing instruction in Europe and the US.
Learning from the Lived Experiences of Graduate Student Writers is a timely resource for understanding and resolving some of the
issues graduate students face, particularly as higher education begins to pay more critical attention to graduate student success.
Offering diverse approaches for assisting this demographic, the book bridges the gap between theory and practice through
structured examination of graduate students’ narratives about their development as writers, as well as researched approaches for
enabling these students to cultivate their craft. The first half of the book showcases the voices of graduate student writers
themselves, who describe their experiences with graduate school literacy through various social issues like mentorship, access,
writing in communities, and belonging in academic programs. Their narratives illuminate how systemic issues significantly affect
graduate students from historically oppressed groups. The second half accompanies these stories with proposed solutions
informed by empirical findings that provide evidence for new practices and programming for graduate student writers. Learning
from the Lived Experiences of Graduate Student Writers values student experience as an integral part of designing approaches
that promote epistemic justice. This text provides a fresh, comprehensive, and essential perspective on graduate writing and
communication support that will be useful to administrators and faculty across a range of disciplines and institutional contexts.
Contributors: Noro Andriamanalina, LaKela Atkinson, Daniel V. Bommarito, Elizabeth Brown, Rachael Cayley, Amanda E. Cuellar,
Kirsten T. Edwards, Wonderful Faison, Amy Fenstermaker, Jennifer Friend, Beth Godbee, Hope Jackson, Karen Keaton Jackson,
Haadi Jafarian, Alexandria Lockett, Shannon Madden, Kendra L. Mitchell, Michelle M. Paquette, Shelley Rodrigo, Julia
Romberger, Lisa Russell-Pinson, Jennifer Salvo-Eaton, Richard Sévère, Cecilia D. Shelton, Pamela Strong Simmons, Jasmine
Kar Tang, Anna K. Willow Treviño, Maurice Wilson, Anne Zanzucchi
The purpose of this book is to help international students navigate the academic issues they will encounter while attending
graduate school in the United States. This book provides guidelines for conquering the obstacles that international graduate
students often face, such as developing independent ideas based on required readings, participating in classroom discussions
effectively, organizing academic papers, and effectively managing academic work and social relationships. This book is an
invaluable tool for international graduate students and their instructors and mentors.
Writing for Academic Success is a vital practical guide for any graduate student. The authors show you how to acquire communicative rigor in
research essays, reports, book and article reviews, exam papers, research proposals, and literature reviews, through to thesis writing,
posters and papers for presentation and publication. This Second Edition has been fully revised to reflect the online learning explosion. The
authors provide insightful new material about how to work productively in different online contexts such as with blogs and wikis, setting up an
e-portfolio, and raising an online profile. They also set out a focused guide to issues unique to digital communication, and working with and
across different media and technologies.
This book helps students and researchers write better assignments, better dissertations, and better papers for publication. Characterizing
academic writing as an integral part of the knowledge generation and dissemination process, it focuses on three main aspects: understanding
research, documenting and sharing the process and results of research, and acknowledging the use of other people’s ideas in the
documentation. The authors use various samples of good as well as defective writing to illustrate the features of academic writing. They
describe in detail the structure and contents of academic papers, especially conceptual and empirical research papers for journals. This
lucidly written book will be a rich resource for MBA students and researchers working for MPhil and PhD degrees, especially in the fields of
management, behavioural sciences and communications.
There is no singular ‘best’ method of research. The differing nature of various research endeavors warrant multiple ways of generating
knowledge, sharing knowledge, and more importantly, avoiding errors. More recently, the dichotomy between quantitative and qualitative
approaches has begun to dissolve as the integrated approach of mixed methods gains popularity. Scholarly Publishing and Research
Methods Across Disciplines is a collection of innovative findings on the methods and applications of research in scholarly publishing, ranging
from the analyzation of mixed methods and qualitative/quantitative research, to Dewey’s scientific method and more. Highlighting a range of
topics including higher education, digital divide, and model development, this publication applies a cross-disciplinary viewpoint that will appeal
to researchers, graduate students, academicians, librarians, scholars, and industry-leading experts around the globe seeking an
understanding of the limitations and strengths in research techniques.
A Course for Nonnative Speakers of English. Genre-based approach. Includes units such as graphs and commenting on other data and
research papers.
As planners and designers have turned their attentions to the blighted, vacant areas of the city, the concept of "terrain vague," has become
increasingly important. Terrain Vague seeks to explore the ambiguous spaces of the city -- the places that exist outside the cultural, social,
and economic circuits of urban life. From vacant lots and railroad tracks, to more diverse interstitial spaces, this collection of original essays
and cases presents innovative ways of looking at marginal urban space, with studies from the United States, Europe and the Middle East,
from a diverse group of planners, geographers, and urban designers. Terrain Vague is a cooperative effort to redefine these marginal spaces
as a central concept for urban planning and design. Presenting innovative ways of looking at marginal urban space, and focusing on its
positive uses and aspects, the book will be of interest to all those wishing to understand our increasingly complex everyday surroundings,
from planners, cultural theorists, and academics, to designers and architects.
Ideal for overseas students studying at English-medium colleges and universities, this practical writing course enables international students
to meet the required standard of writing and use an appropriate style for essays, exams and dissertations. Newly revised and updated to
include extra exercises and material suggested by teachers and students, Academic Writing explains and demonstrates all the key writing
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skills and is ideal for use in the classroom or for independent study. Useful at every stage of an academic career and beyond, this
indispensable book features: different styles and formats from CVs and letters to formal essays a focus on accuracy coverage of all stages of
writing, from understanding titles to checking your work essential academic writing skills such as proper referencing, summarising and
paraphrasing diagrams and practice exercises, complete with answers.
Writing a scientific article in English is often a major challenge for non-native speakers of the language. They not only need to produce a wellstructured and coherent text, but they are also expected to use correct and idiomatic English throughout. While many books and guides deal
with academic writing in general, few focus specifically on writing a scientific article, and most are not written with non-native speakers of
English in mind. This guide now offers help. It provides comprehensive and practical advice for non-English graduate students (Masters and
PhD) and researchers from various disciplines who wish to communicate their work effectively. It presents all the essential elements for
writing a successful scientific paper: (1) getting started and structuring your thoughts; (2) structuring your paper; (3) citing sources; (4) writing
well-structured and coherent paragraphs; (5) constructing effective sentences; (6) considering information placement and word order; (7)
adopting the right style and using appropriate vocabulary; (8) avoiding the pitfalls of English grammar; (9) using correct spelling and
punctuation. This guide is the culmination of Taalcentrum-VU's years of experience in providing clear language and communication
consulting in combination with practical tools to aid the aspiring writer of scientific English.
Arguing that writing teachers need to enable students to recognize, negotiate with, deconstruct, and transcend national, racial, ethnic, and
linguistic boundaries, this volume proposes a "transnational" framework as an alternative approach to literacy education and as a vital
component to cultivating students as global citizens. In a field of evolving literacy practices, this volume builds off the three pillars of
transnational writing education—translingualism, transculturalism, and cosmopolitanism—and offers both conceptual and practice-based
support for scholars, students, and educators in order to address current issues of inclusion, multilingual learning, and diversity.
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